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While elections in Acushnet, Freetown and Lakeville
are expected to be quiet, the construction of two wind
turbines has Fairhaven residents headed to the polls.
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Normandin Middle School,
at top, and Abraham
Lincoln Elementary
School, both in New
Bedford, derive energy
from rooftop solar
panels.
New Bedford-based
Beaumont Solar worked
with Consolidated Edison
Solutions to install the
panels.
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New Bedford-based
Beaumont Solar worked
with Consolidated Edison
Solutions to install the
panels.
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“It’s really kind of a
great story in terms of
green-collar job creation
and career paths.”
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Normandin Middle School,
at top, and Abraham
Lincoln Elementary
School, both in New
Bedford, derive energy
from rooftop solar
panels.
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“It’s really kind of a
great story in terms of
green-collar job creation
and career paths.”
PHIL CAVALLO, president of Beaumont Solar
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City solar company goes on road ‘Green rush’
to champion growing
industry
hits Acushnet
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While elections in Acushnet, Freetown and Lakeville
are expected to be quiet, the construction of two wind
turbines has Fairhaven residents headed to the polls.
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City solar company goes on road
to champion growing industry
h
By BRIAN BOYD
bboyd@s-t.com

A New Bedford company that
designs and builds solar projects is bullish on the market for
the alternative energy source in
Massachusetts.
Beaumont Solar Co. is touting
the appetite for solar power by
holding an industry roundtable
bboyd@s-t.com
this week.
Nationally, the solar
industry is expected to grow
tenfold over the next six years.
This state will attract much of
the business thanks to policy
initiatives, said Phil Cavallo,
president of Beaumont Solar.
“Massachusetts is one of the
most sought after states,” he
said. “The state is sought after
because the regulatory environment is great, and the incentive
environment is great.”
In terms of incentives, solar
power producers can earn tradable credits. They can sell those
credits on the open market
to power distributors such as
NStar, which can buy them to
help satisfy alternative energy
minimums imposed on utilities,
Cavallo said.
The state incentives are
known as solar renewable
energy credits.
New solar farm proposals are
surfacing in the area on a regular basis.
When asked why that might
be the case, Cavallo said Southeastern Massachusetts is a
leader in renewable energy in
part because there are many
environmentally conscious people in the area, and electricity
costs are high.
“There is a real motivation
to get off the grid and try to be
self-reliant,” he said.
His company worked with the
city and Consolidated Edison
Solutions to install solar panels

By BRIAN BOYD

cerns from residents,” said
By MATT CAMARA
ConTriBUTinG WriTEr
Selectman David Wojnar, also
ACUSHNET — The South- the chairman of Acushnet’s
Coast green rush has arrived in Alternative Energy CommitAcushnet with the permitting tee. “We were anticipating a
of the town’s first industrial real rush.”
Wojnar said that Acushnet
solar panel farms and rumors
of more in the pipeline, town has a rigorous set of guidelines
in place to ensure residents’
officials said.
Pegasus Renewable Energy concerns are addressed and
Partners LLC, a partnership that developers have a set of
between Cape Cod-based ground rules to follow.
He said residents expressed
Cotuit Solar LLC and several
private investors, recently concern at first with the project
on Wing Lane and the town
began site work for a 1-megawatt facility on North Main St., held four public hearings to
said Cotuit Solar owner Con- negotiate those concerns with
School for
the developer.
rad Geyser. UMass Dartmouth’s
“The Technology
town has been very
Berglund Enterprises,
based
Marine Science
and
good
to
work with,” Geyser
in Burlington,devises
received a
a spesystem to notify
cial permit from the town on said, adding that, for him, the
fishermen
of herring
“hotspots”
process was
quick but that the
Feb. 16 to construct
a solar
panel facilitytoonavoid.
a 19.3-acre town boards were “no pushparcel on Wing Lane after overs.”
The permitting process for
passing site-plan review in
December, town documents Geyser’s project took “a couple
months,” Wojnar said, adding
show.
Jay Berglund, owner of Ber- that the Wing Lane facility
glund Enterprises, said his took “a bit longer.”
While Acushnet’s 3-acre
project is also a 1-megawatt
facility and that he is still final- solar farms will pale in comizing the details of the project parison to Dartmouth’s prosuch as which contractors to posed 35-acre facility on Fisher
Road, rumors of larger projects
hire.
One megawatt of power abound.
“We’ve heard some rumis sufficient to power 1,000
blings about a private landhomes.
owner
The new alternative energy
Page
A4(in town) with 80 acres
facilities will put Acushnet in who’s interested in doing
the company of Dartmouth, something,” Wojnar said. He
Fairhaven and Westport, all of added that nothing has been
which have recently seen pro- officially proposed to the town
posals for, or construction of, yet, however.
“This is the biggest project
wind turbines or solar farms.
Unlike Dartmouth, which we’ve done to date,” Geyser
has as-of-right siting for solar said of Pegasus’ $3.2 million
panel facilities, Acushnet’s 3-acre facility. “We have a coubylaws require site plan review ple more projects (in Acushnet)
through the Planning Commis- we’d like to do though.”
Both Geyser and Berglund
sion. Massachusetts General
Law states that solar power said their respective projects
facilities are a by-right use of will take about four months
to complete
onceevaNs
construction
land, which means that Photo
solar courtesy
NaNcy
PhotograPhy
former
panel farms The
can ignore
local begins.
The Pegasus facility will be
zoning restrictions.
White’s
Towns are allowed to pass sited on an unused gravel pit
Factory
siteto and will be out of sight from
bylaws adding
regulations
solar panel farm
development abutters, Geyser said.
in Acushnet
“Because it was a former
such as setback requirements
is onebut they gravel
pit it’s kind of just sitor public hearings,
cannot forbid
the facilities ting in a hollow,” Geyser said.
example
from any zone, even residen- “Given the other possible comof land protected
by
mercial or residential uses
tial.
thetoFairhaven
Acushnet
it, I think this is the best
“We’re going
be strict for
option.”
about it to mitigate
any
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